Banks and financial institutions are facing greater challenges due to increased volatility and regulatory compliances in the global financial system. The need to achieve faster time-to-market and meet increasing client demands is driving these organizations to simplify their operational procedures and minimize the errors. These organizations are therefore focusing on Quality Assurance / testing to help maintain & enhance the quality, robustness and reliability of business critical software.

We offer comprehensive testing services in line with the ever changing technologies to help banks and financial institutions achieve critical IT goals with greater quality, better reliability and enhanced robustness. With 18 years of experience and executing 500+ projects worldwide across industries, we bring on board, robust methodologies & frameworks, strong expertise in processes & tools and deep technical & domain knowledge. We are the testing-firm for many of our strategic clients and we have established a Banking Testing Practice to drive innovation and best practices.

Why ValueLabs?

- More than 9 years of domain experience in BFSI domain
- More than 1000 test professionals including resources certified across ISTQB, CSTE and QTP
- More than 20 clients in the BFSI domain
- Banking Testing Practice
- Robust frameworks built on industry leading open source/ commercial tools
- Well established processes and methodologies
- Assessed at CMMI-DEV Level 5 (v1.3)
- HIPAA certified
- SSAE 16 Type II audited
- Flexible engagement models with onsite - offshore teams

Our Banking Landscape

ValueLabs Banking Testing Practice

We offer specialized testing services for banks and financial institutions, to help reduce time-to-market, minimize the errors in the process and address performance requirements, while adhering to increasing compliance needs. We bring reliability and stability to core banking systems while reducing total testing expenditure by approx. 40-45%

Testing Services Offered:
- Integration testing
- Enterprise apps testing
- SOA / web services testing
- Mobile application testing
- Cloud apps and services testing

Domains Covered:
- Retail banking
- Corporate banking
- Investment banking
- Treasury management functionalities
- Core banking functionalities
- Channel banking
How Does FinTest work?

FinTest – A workflow-based test accelerator for Banks and Financial Institutions

We have developed a workflow-based test accelerator that ensures user participation in effective management of knowledge, requirements and testing. FinTest automates the generation of test cases that can be easily uploaded to standard test management tools. It rides on the famous FURPS (Functionality, Usability, Reliability, Performance, and Supportability) software quality model. We have further extended it to include compatibility as one of its attributes.

Features:
- Acts as a knowledge repository whereby all the knowledge is converted into workflows
- Enables user participation by building reusable repository of workflows
- Allows modifications at any phase of testing process while generating modified test assets thus achieving quality and speed
- Facilitates end-to-end test management
- Simplifies defect traceability and reporting

Our Expertise in Banking Testing Technologies

- Flexcube
- Finacle
- TEMENOS
- T24
- Veripark
- Hogan
- ELSAG
- Intellect
- Phoenix
- Misys
- TCS
- BaNCS
- Kondor+
- TradeNet
- Murex
- Fidessa
- Kastle
- Trasset
- Capstone
- Blaze
- FinnOne
- CTF
- EXIM Bills
- Cash@Will
- Vision
- PLUS
- CTL Prime
- TSYS
- HPS
- PowerCARD
- MoneyWare
- Integra
- Oracle
- Moody’s
- S&P
- Fitch
- Omniflow
- IMAL
- Ethiz
- BML
- Vyna
- Monilise
- Kory IDE
- Position
- Base 24
- OpeN2
- IST.FIS
- Nuance
- Avaya
- Genesis
- VISIONTEK

To know more about our BFSI testing services, please write to us at qasolutions@valuelabs.com

ValueLabs Team

ValueLabs’ Team

Workflows are converted into Use Cases which are editable (with Global Specifications)

Client’s Team/ValueLabs’ Team

Can add Use Cases as per their specific requirements

Test Accelerator Engine

Triggers
- Test Plan
- Test Scenarios
- Test Cases
- Test Data

Enables test assets integration with commercial tools like HP QC, OATS or any other

Identity Scope & Run

Uploads workflows/Business processes with all business rules (considering Global business requirements)

ValueLabs’ Team

Illustration

Banking Verticals
- Treasury
- Money Markets

Work Flow
- Repo
- Repo trade initiation

Use Case
- Verify for Repo trade initiation

Test Scenario
- Successful initiation Repo transaction in the Treasury application
- Trade successfully booked with maturity date falling on a non-business day

Test Case

Defect
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